Abstract. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [1] systems are general purpose learners that have had significant success on solving a number of relational problems, particularly from the biological domain [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the standard compression guided top-down search algorithm implemented in state of the art ILP systems like Progol [6] and Aleph [7] is not ideal for the Head Output Connected (HOC) class of learning problems. HOC is the broad class of predicates that have at least one output variable in the target concept. There are many relevant learning problems of this class such as arbitrary arithmetic functions and list manipulation predicates which are useful in areas such as automated software verification [8] . In this paper we present a special purpose ILP system to efficiently learn HOC predicates.
Introduction
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [1] systems are general purpose machine learners that have had significant success on solving a number of relational problems particularly from the biological domain [2] [3] [4] [5] .
However, the standard compression guided top-down search algorithm implemented in state of the art ILP systems like Progol [6] and Aleph [7] is not ideal for the Head Output Connected (HOC) class of learning problems. HOC is the broad class of predicates that have at least one output variable in the target concept.
The reason compression or coverage guided searchs are not suitable for this class of problems is because it really only makes sense to evaluate the clause when the head output variable has been instantiated in the body of the clause. In the HOC class of problems knowning the coverage of the intermediate clauses, besides computationally expensive, is useless and cannot guide the search as often all the intermediate clauses cover all the examples or the coverage bears no relation to the target concept.
Thus, unfortunately, recent significant performance improvements [9] to general purpose ILP systems that focus on more efficient algorithms and datastructures to process the hypotheses and their coverages, albeit very useful in general, are of little help for the HOC class of problems.
The HOC class is a special case of relational path finding which was first studied by Richards and Mooney [10] . More recently, Ong et al. [11] extended Richards and Mooney's work to make use of mode declarations and bottom clauses. Our work also uses the mode declarations to specify the call modes (input or output) for predicate variables and the bottom clause to anchor one end of the search space but proposes an efficient algorithm for the case when there is at least one head output variable in the target concept to be induced.
The HOC class of problems may seem too specific at first but several important problems belong to it. Perhaps the most evident one are arbitrary arithmetic functions (e.g. polynomials, factorial, fibonnaci, . . . ). Being able to efficiently induce arithmetic functions is important in software verification, for instance, to find loop invariants [8] .
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the minimal background in ILP is provided in order for this paper to be self contained. In section 3, the algorithm to efficiently learn problems in the HOC class is presented. In section 4 an empirical evaluation is presented. Finally we conclude on section 6.
ILP background
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts from logic programming [12] and inductive logic programming [13] . This section is intended as a reminder of some of concepts used in definitions in this paper.
Several ILP systems, including Progol [6] and Aleph [7] , use mode declarations to constrain the search space. Mode declaration (M ), definite mode language (L(M )) and depth-bounded mode language (L i (M )) used in these systems are defined as follows. 
Definition 1 (Mode declaration M
where U v are the variables in atoms in the body of C containing v.
Definition 4 (Depth-bounded mode language L i (M )). Let C be a definite clause with a defined total ordering over the literals and M be a set of mode declarations. C is in L i (M ) if and only if C is in L(M ) and all variables in C have depth at most i according to Definition 3.
Progol and Aleph search a bounded sub-lattice for each example e relative to background knowledge B and mode declarations M . The sub-lattice has a most general element which is the empty clause, , and a least general element ⊥ i which is the most specific element in
where h denotes derivation of the empty clause in at most h resolutions. The following definition describes a bottom clause ⊥ i for a depth-bounded mode language L i (M ).
Definition 5 (Most-specific clause or bottom clause). Let h, i be natural numbers, B be a set of Horn clauses, e = a ← b 1 , .., b n be a definite clause, M be a set of mode declarations containing exactly one modeh m such that a(m) a and⊥ be the most-specific (potentially infinite) definite clause such that
B ∧⊥ ∧ e h . ⊥ i is the most-specific clause in L i (M ) such that ⊥ i ⊥ . C is the most-specific clause in L if for all C in L we have C C.
Head Output Connected learning
In this section we introduce some definitions needed to present the HOC learning algorithm. Note that a general purpose ILP system does not distinguish HOC clauses from non-HOC clauses.
Definition 6 (IO consistent). A definite clause
Example 1. Given the predicate signatures c(+int), a(+int,-int), b(+int, -int), c(X) ← a(X, Y ), b(Y, Z) is IO consistent but c(X) ← a(X, Y ), b(Z, Y ) is+int,-int), a(+int,-int), b(+int, - int), c(X, Y ) ← a(X, Z), b(Z, Y ) is
Definition 8 (Support clause at depth D). A clause C is a support clause (SC) for a clause C at depth D iff, C subsumes C, C has D literals, is Head Output Connected and has itself no shorter support clause (i.e. SC(C ) = C ).
Support clauses are an important concept in the context of head output variable connectness. They are, at a given depth, the shortest clauses that minimally connect the clause's head input variables to its head output variables.
Note that the support clause at a given depth is not necessarily unique as Example 3 illustrates.
Example 3. Let Clause = a(A, B) ← b(A, C), b(A, B), c(A, D), c(C, B), c(D, B)
and the mode declarations are: {a(+t, −t), b(+t, −t), c(+t, −t)}, with t an arbitrary type shared by all predicates (e.g. int), then:
Note that HOC learning is robust to both determinate and non-derminate predicates, both in head or in the body of a clause (b/2 and c/2 are nondeterminate in the above example).
In order to search for the Head Output Connected clauses we need to define an ordering of clauses from the Head to the most specific clause, ⊥. It is useful to first define the concept of subclause 9. h ← b 1 , .., b n , where b 1 , .., b n is a subsequence of b 1 , . ., b n and C is also an IO consistent clause. 
Definition 9 (Subclause of another clause). Let
C = h ← b 1 , .
., b n be an arbitrary IO consistent clause. C is a subclause of C iff it is of the form
Example 4. Let C = c(X) ← a(X), b(X), d(X), C = c(X) ← a(X), b(X) and C = c(X) ← b(X), a(X), then C is
Example 5. Let C = c(X, Y ) ← a(X, A), b(A, B), d(A, D), e(D, Y ) and
C sub = c(X, Y ) ← a(X, A), then C suc 1 = c
(X, Y ) ← a(X, A), b(A, B) and C suc 2 = c(X, Y ) ← a(X, A), d(A, D).
Thus S C sub ,C = {C suc 1 , C suc 2 }. Notice that S C suc 1 ,C = {} and S C suc 2 ,C = {c(X, Y ) ← a(X, A), d(A, D), e(D, Y )}.
Algorithms
The algorithm to compute all the sets of support clauses for the head output variables until depth D is given in Figure 1 . It is essentially a breadth-first search over the implicit hypotheses space defined by the bottom clause. This space is traversed using the successor subclauses of the current subclauses to visit. The initial clause to visit is the head. Notice that the main difference to Progol and Aleph is that no coverage computation needs to take place during the search. Figure 2 presents the main cycle of the Head Output Connected special purpose ILP system. Notice that this algorithm is robust to the order of the examples as it processes all the examples. Only at the end, after all HOC clauses from all the examples are known, it performs a greedy search to find the set of HOC clauses that maximizes a clause evaluation function.
By default the clause evaluation function is compression. The compression of a clause is given by: P os − N eg − Len, where P os is the number of positive examples covered, N eg is the number of negative examples covered and Len the number of literals in the clause. The related coverage evaluation function is identical except that it does not take into account the length of the clause.
Empirical evaluation
In this section we perform an empirical evaluation of the HOC learning algorithm. We implemented the algorithm in YAP 6 [14] inside GILPS, our ILP system developed from scratch publicly available at http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/∼jcs06, and compare it against both Progol and Aleph. 
Materials
Aleph 5 [7] , Progol 4.4 [6] and our implementation of the HOC learner were used to solve two well known math problems: Fibonnaci and Binomial Coefficient. Note that, obviously, these problems have both one output variable.
In the Fibonnaci problem we are trying to learn the i th element of the series. That is, we want the ILP system to induce a predicate that returns the correct Fibonnaci function value for an arbitrary index i > 1 in the series. For instance, F ib 8 = 21.
In the Binomial Coefficient the aim is identical, although the problem looks a bit more difficult as there are two input variables. We want the ILP system to induce a predicate that, given distinct non zero n and k, returns the correct Binomial Coefficient. For instance,
Note that these are notouriously difficult problems for an ILP system to learn as the layer of new variables (parameter i in Aleph and Progol) must be set to 3 and 4 (see 4.3), thus yielding a very large search space. Figures 3 and 4 show the background knowledge and mode definitions used in Aleph. For the other ILP systems the same background knowledge and mode definitions were used apart from minor syntactic changes.
:-modeh(1, fib(+int,-int)). :-modeb(1, pred(+int,-int)). :-modeb(1, fib(+int,-int)). :-modeb(1, plus(+int,+int,-int)). :-commutative(plus/3).
:-determination(fib/2, pred/2). :-determination(fib/2, fib/2). :-determination(fib/2, plus/3). For both problems we provided, to all ILP systems, the base, non recursive cases, as part of the background knowledge. Only positive examples were given in both cases. When there are output variables in the head of the target concept, negative examples play a less important role as maximizing recall (i.e. just covering the positives) may be enough to find the correct definition.
The positive examples given were, for Fibonnaci: fib (7, 13) , fib (8, 21) , fib(9,34) and for Binomial: binomial(6,2,15), binomial (6, 3, 20) and binomial (7, 3, 35) . 
Methods
The three systems were run with identical settings for all parameters: number of nodes (5,000), depth of new variables (i=4 for Fibonnaci and i=3 for binomial), noise (0%) and maximum clause length (6).
Since we provide few examples the evaluation function was set to coverage in both Aleph and the HOC learner. In Progol, since it is not possible to have other evaluation function other than compression, the examples were inflated 5 times to achieve an effect identical to the usage of coverage as the evaluation function.
Progol was asked to generate a theory using the 'generalise' command and Aleph with the 'induce' command.
Results
Only the HOC ILP system was able to successfully learn the target concept. It took 0.4s to learn Fibonnaci and 2.1s to learn Binomial. Progol, even when nodes was later set to 100,000 could not learn either and took several hours to report it. Aleph crashed in both problems, after a few seconds 1 . Figure 5 shows the induced predicates by the HOC ILP system. They are the intended definitions. We also added the i setting, the layers of new variables introduced, which is a direct measure of the concept depth and an indirect measure of its complexity.
Discussion and future work
The HOC learning algorithm only solves one of the problems general purpose ILP systems have with this class of problems: it does not have to compute the coverage of the intermediate, non head output connected, clauses. However this approach still shares two problems: 1) computing the bottom clause which, depending on the mode declarations and background knowledge, can be quite large and 2) do a breadth-first search to find the support clauses for the head output variables.
The breadth-first search could be relaxed and replaced by an heuristic that returns support clauses. However, in doing so, we could not guarantee that the shortest set of support clauses for a given clause length would be returned. Furthermore, while the breadth-first search is robust to any number of head output variables in the target concept, such an heuristic would not be.
As for the potentially very large bottom clauses, a problem shared with other mode directed inverse entailment ILP systems, it might be possible to avoid its generation at the start of the search if we perform a depth-first search and dynamically compute the sucessors of a clause, trading space by time.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that a simple inspection on the mode declarations is enough to automatically decide if the HOC learning algorithm should be used instead of the general purpose one. Therefore this algorithm can be easily integrated in general purpose ILP learners.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a special purpose ILP algorithm to efficiently solve the class of problems where the concept to be learned has at least one output variable. This is an important class of problems that deserves special attention. We presented and implemented an algorithm that efficiently learns problems from this class. We showed two examples, Fibonnaci and Binomial coefficient, that can be learned in a coupple of seconds by our system but cannot be easily learned by a general purpose ILP system. The proposed approach is an initial step in handling more efficiently this class of problems in ILP systems.
